BRINGING
INNOVATIONS IN
NONWOVENS
TO LIFE

INSPIRING UNIQUE INNOVATIONS,
ALL AROUND YOU
For the last 25 years, PARK Non Woven has been bringing innovations to
your day-to-day life and rethinking all that is possible when it comes to
Non-Woven and polymers.
PARK Nonwoven is a strategic solution provider for Nonwovens with new material
technologies that can enable the industry to make lighter, safer, non-toxic and high
performing personal and professional applications that are efficient, comfortable
and sustainable.
We are Innovating with our customers to enhance performance and
sustainability.

OUR VISION
Our vision, goal, focus and dream are one. We wish to be a world class company
and we strive towards this goal every minute of every day.
The vision we have set for ourselves is achieved by maintainng discipline, ensuring
time management, establishing effective procedures and by respecting the
individuals.
We aim to help individuals grow by eliminating fear, doubt and insecurity from the
system.
To attain a constant level of success, we use every brain in the organization that
offers value addition. Our focus is also on enhancing our performance constantly
to be the best in everything we do.
We strive to improve our performance continuously & be the best in everything
we do.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
We are also involved in various CSR initiatives like organizing health checkups,
eye camps, etc.
We also lead the initiatives pertaining to sustainable & environment friendly
businesses practices and green business ideas.

years

of bringing innovations
to life

P.A.R.K. was incorporated in 1997 at Panipat (Haryana) where the group
started Non-woven Production under the leadership of Mr. Pankaj Kapoor
who possesses experience of more that 30 years in Textile and Non-woven
Industry. Since then, P.A.R.K. Non-woven has established itself as one of the
India’s largest and most diversified Non- woven company.
P.A.R.K. Non-woven is present as a prominent supplier for various
non-woven products across India and abroad. Our manufacturing locations
are Panipat, Chennai, Ghaziabad, Pune, Bangalore, Anantpur and Gujarat.
The entire machinery of our plants have been imported from the best
brands and the products we manufacture cater to Filtration, Automobiles,
Insulation, Health and Hygiene Industres. The products at our facilities are
manufactured in an environment - friendly and quality focused manner to
ensure that we do our best towards sustainable development.
We specialize in Non-woven and Textile Media used for Air Filtration,
Dust bag filters, respirators, Automotive Engine and Cabin Filters, Liquid
Filtration and many others. Some of our other products are Felts and
Carpets, Non-woven Fabric (Velour / Rib / Plain), Thermal and Acoustic
Insulation.

WHY
CHOOSE US?
PARK specializes in the production of a variety of products under
Non-Woven and Polymer category. The entire machinery of our plants
have been imported from the best brands and the products we
manufacture cater to garments, automobiles and footwear industries.
The products at our facilities are manufactured in an environment-friendly
and quality focused manner to ensure that we do our best towards
sustainable development.

1000+
CLIENTS

Happy Customers accross a wide
range of global industries
including OFB (Ordinance
Factory Board), SITRA, Ford India,
Toyota, Honda and many more.

70+

COUNTRIES
We Serve in more than 70
countries including India,
Malaysia, Hong Kong, Singapore,
Russia and South Africa.

25+

INDUSTRIES SERVED
Including garments, automobiles
and footwear industries

10+

MANUFACTURING
PLANTS
PARK is now present in Delhi
NCR, Chennai, Pune, Gujarat,
Bangalore, St. Petersburg (Russia) and Pretoria (South Africa).

HIGH CLASS PRODUCTS CRAFTED FOR
MULTIPLE INDUSTRIES ACROSS
70+ COUNTRIES
PARK specializes in the production of a variety of products under Non-Woven and
Polymer category. The entire machinery of our plants have been imported from
the best brands and the products we manufacture cater to garments,
automobiles and footwear industries.
The products at our facilities are manufactured in an environment-friendly and
quality focused manner to ensure that we do our best towards sustainable
development.

TREATMENTS AVAILABLE
CORONA (STATIC)
SINGEING

CALENDERING
PTFE LAMINATION

HYDROPHOBIC
OWR TREATMENT

OUR MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGIES
MELT-BLOWN
NEEDLE PUNCH

DRY LAY / CARDING
CHEMICAL BOND

SPUNBOND
THERMAL BOND

OUR CUSTOMERS
Innovative products crafted for multiple industries & marquee clients in India
and a global clientele base spread across 65 countries.

PORTFOLIO OF
NONWOVEN
MATERIAL
SOLUTIONS

MICROPOROUS LAMINATED NONWOVEN
FOR BODY COVERALL
Micro porous fabric is composed of Nonwoven Fabric laminated with a Micro-porous
film. The Micro-porous size is larger than the water droplets and smaller than
the moisture vapour to hold our liquid and blood penetration.

Different colour with different weight compositions can be
customized.
Suitable Media for Surgical Wears, Coverall, Shoe Covers and Hair Caps
Media are tested for Synthetic Blood Penetration to make
it suitable for Medical applications.

PP FILTER MEDIA FOR RESPIRATOR
PARK owned the most advanced melt-blown line from Europe, and the latest technology assures a steady,
stable quality for various mask media, such as surgical face masks, particulate respirators and cartridge filters.
Our products conform to the US standard of NIOSH 42CFR84 and FDA 510K, and conform to the
European standards of EN149:2001+A1:2009, EN143:2000 and EN14683:2005.
Quickly removes benzene, formaldehyde, odorous gas and other harmful gases,
wherever it is brought into effect.
Provides Protection against low toxicity solid and liquid aerosols.

PP MELT BLOWN FILTER FABRIC
PARK melt blown filter fabric that is produced to achieve high efficiency, was developed specifically for air and
liquid filtration applications. Our nonwovens easily pleat and laminate to other materials, providing precise
uniformity and breathability for applications with strict requirements. Our melt-blown filter media is highly
efficient with a high capacity for holding dust and offers minimal airflow resistance. Top-class engineering
provides for smooth, consistent performance.

MELTBLOWN FILTERATION MEDIA
FOR MASKSAND RESPIRATORS

SPUN BOND FOR INNER AND OUTER LAYER

Meltblown Fabric for FFP1, FFP2,FFP3

Available in 8 Gsm to 120 Gsm

Filteration Efficiency of 95%, 99%, 99.8%

Hydrophobic

BFE > 99.99%, Also Suitable for Surgical wear

Hydrophilic
Roll Width Can Be Customized For The
Specific Requirement

Antimicrobial Coated Media

HVAC AIR FILTER MEDIA
Our HVAC Air Filter Media is developed to filter the fine dust particles and perform at high efficiencies. With an
increase in Air Pollution, HVAC Air Filter system serves an important role in delivering good Indoor Air quality.
PARK offers a variety of air filter media that meet or exceed various Global standards, offers low-pressure drop,
energy savings and longer media life.
PARK HEPA and ULPA air filter media is particularly engineered for use in a
wide range of absolute clean air applications that provide the highest available
efficiency at a minimal resistance to airflow.
Our media has high uniformity for consistent air filtration performance and
high dust holding capacity.
The HEPA Air filter media is designed for use in all types of air filtration
applications including those with harsh environments such as turbine intake
air and nuclear exhaust applications.

ACTIVATED CARBON MELT BLOWN FILTER MEDIA  CARBOMELTTM
Activated Carbon Composite Filter Media can effectively remove formaldehyde,
absorb small particles in the air, and has antibacterial properties. It is also widely used in
industry, medicine, and defense.
Activated Carbon Melt Blown Filter Media – CarboMELT helps in controlling
Air Borne toxic pollutants, like Carbon Mono Oxide [CO], Nitrogen Oxides [NOx]
and Sulfur Oxides [SOx].
Our Unique Activated Carbon Melt Blown Media offers 99.9% Bacterial and
Viral Filtration Efficiency.
BFE > 99.99%
Activated carbon particles have additional absorption ability for
odors and chemical vapors.

ACTIVATED CARBON COMPOSITE FILTER MEDIA
Activated Carbon Composite Filter Media can effectively remove formaldehyde, absorb small particles in the
air,and has anti-bacterial properties. Due to its high particle filtration efficiency and ability to absorb odors and
chemical vapors, activated carbon is perfect for use in filter media. Its absorption capabilities are greater than
those of other carbon loaded products.

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE
Quickly removes benzene, formaldehyde, odorous gas and other
harmful gases, wherever it is brought into effect.
Double-effect and multi-effect function helps to achieve
very clean levels of air ventilation.
Choice of different performance granular carbon is done in order
to meet different operating environments.
Multi-layer composite material to achieve gradient filtering effect,
increasing the dust loading capacity and extending service life.
Low-resistance filter material, low energy consumption, fast air circulation.

DV 500 SILICA BLANKET
DV 500 ECO-FRIENDLY SILICA BLANKET FOR EXHAUST AND INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT INSULATION
PARK DV 500 Silica Blanket is a new generation Silica mat with high-performance Silica fibers for excellent
Thermal and Acoustic properties at high temperatures. DV 500 Silica Mat is totally eco-friendly with No Asbestos,
Incombustible, and contains No Organic or Binders. The standard thickness needled mat is from 1/8”, 1/4”, 1/2”,
1”, and withstand temperature up to 15000 F. Kindly request for other specifications.

TYPICAL PROPERTIES
Thickness – 1/8”,1/4”,1/2”,1”
Roll Width – 24 – 60 Inches
Melting Temperature – 1523o F
Withstand Temperature Upto 1500o F
Zero Flame And Zero Smoke Index
Non-Respirable 9 Micron Fiber

NONWOVEN FABRIC
Known for their resilience, our Non Woven fabrics are suited for
achieving a good balance between product use-life and cost.
PARK utilizes optimum quality threads by skilled professionals
at our highly advanced unit.
Theweight of these products varies from 70-2000 gsm and
the maximum width is 4 meters.

THERMOPLASTIC AND NEEDLED PUNCHED FELT
Pioneers in the industry, PARK’s Thermoplastic and Needle Punched Felts are guaranteed high
tensile strength, tear-resistant, chemical resistant, and exceptionally durable.
We offer economical prices for all your automotive needs.
Weight : 400 – 3000 gsm Maximum Width : 3.0 m

CHARACTERISTICS:
High Strength
Excellent Noise and Vibration absorption
Good Tensile Strength
Reduced Flammability
Good Thermal Conductivity

NVH SERIES / AIR LAID SEMI CURED RESIN FELT / THERMO WELDABLE ENGINE
Park is India’s best manufacturer and supplier producing various noise, vibration and harshness
(NVH) productsthat are used for the engine, bonnet and IP panels in automobiles.
Insulation Dash Pad
Outer Dash
Molded Floor
Head Liner
Parcel Tray
NVH Dash Pad
Pillar Trims

ACOUSTIC AND HEAT INSULATING MATERIAL
PARK sound-absorbing and heat-insulating material is produced by combining the synthetic
fibres of PP+PET or PBT+PET. The bi-component material is a three-dimensional network
structure known for its lightweight, fluffiness, high resilience, and thermal resistance,
leading to better sound-absorbing and heat-insulating performance.
One of the key benefits of this is a reduction in energy consumption
and therefore lower costs. Online composite (PP/PET) spunbond
non-woven fabric increases the material strength and heat-insulating
effect, giving our clients added convenience when it comes to
processing, while at the same time offering them variety in terms
of how the product looks due to the ability to laminate the fabric
in different colours.

PARKLITE© PP/PET ACOUSTIC INSULATION MELT BLOWN FABRIC
PARK provides excellent Pet Staple Fiber that is intermixed with PP Melt Blown
produced form, known as PARKLite©. PARKLite© PP/PET Melt Blown fabric has
high performing acousticinsulation properties.
PARKLite© is extremely efficient in providing superior acoustic control
inautomotives and can be used for a variety of sound management
applications. It is very lightweight and offers diversified
product portfolio.

NEW LIGHTWEIGHT PP/GF MAT LWGMT
Needled fiberglass felt/mat is manufactured from non-woven fiberglass fibers.
It has a variety of applications andis designed to be used in aerospace, automotive, construction and
industrial applications. Specific applications of Needle fiberglass insulation material include
furnace and oven insulation, removable pads, pipe insulation, power generating
equipment and many others. Additionally, use PP glass fiber composite into mat and
after pressing together the fabric can be used in the auto parts such as: headlining,
rear parcel shelf, sun visor, splash shield and more.
PP glass fiber also can be processed into PP glass fiber board,
in order to deliver and package easily. After re-baked the PP glass fiber
board, it can return to shape in the form of 1.5 to 3 times thicker blanket
and then by pressing to match demand.

THERMOBONDED AND CHEMICALLY BONDED
Our company is engaged in production of non-woven fabrics.
We have 2.6 meter thermo bonding line.
In house – Paste dot, double dot, double point and powder dot
Scattering Line for PES,PA, PE, HDPEetc.
Saturation, Dipping, Chemical Bond Line
We have 2500 mm double carding system with 2 way opening for
better GSM control and excellent

PP SPUNBOND FABRIC
Valued as a reliable manufacturer and supplier, PARK offers premium quality
PP Spunbond Fabric. Apart from good coverage and excellent moisture support,
PP spunbond non-woven fabric is free from any chemical agents.
Product Specifications
GSM range – 15 to 160
Machine width- 3.2 Mt
We can make in all color

DUST BAG FILTERS NONWOVEN CLOTH
PARK Industries offers a complete range of finest quality replacement and
custom Nonwoven filter bags that are designed to fit dust collector bag houses of
most of the manufacturers. As every dust filter has its own features and filter
system parameters, while selecting the filter medium, the following parameters
must be considered: temperature, moisture, dust, gas, chemical properties,
dust diameter, gas chemical property, dust grinding property,
dust remover mechanism,such as – cleaning manner, installations, etc.
For dust removal filter bag specifications:
diameter (mm) :￠100, ￠120, 125, 130, ￠150 ￠, ￠￠180, ￠250, length:
no limit; Special specifications can be customized.

PP OIL OR CHEMICAL ABSORBENT MATERIAL
Meltblown Oil Absorbent Pads are used to contain spillage across various industries.
The melt-blown material helps to deal will all types of spills, leakages, and drips,
helping to contain them in the first place or clean up afterwards. Meltblown oil
absorbent pads are ideal for jobs where you need to absorb liquids quickly.
Meltblown Chemical spill absorbing mat pads are used for effective
clean-up of petroleum-based spills on land or water.
We offer product that is strictly tested by our quality inspectors on a
series of parameters ensuring its premiumquality and longevity.

WE ALSO SPECIALIZES IN
MANUFACTURING INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
CRAFTED FOR MULTIPLE INDUSTRIES
EXPANDED POLY PROPYLENE
EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE
PP BOARDS & PP WOODPOWDER
EXTRUDED PROFILE
HEAT PROTECTOR

INHOUSE QUALITY TESTING

CERTIFICATION

www.parknonwoven.com
sales@parknonwoven.com
0124-4816111, 0124-4052880
Park Non Woven Pvt. Ltd., Gurugram, HR [INDIA]

